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Abstract:	
	

States around the nation are in the process of adopting or implementing 
a new teacher performance assessment, edTPA, into their requirements 
for new teacher certification. Part of the transition from in-house to off-
site assessment should entail faculty in these teacher preparation 
programs learning how to translate between evidence in the assessment 
portfolios and the language on the local evaluation rubrics. This study 
uses qualitative and quantitative evidence to inform best practice for 
teacher preparation by sharing and discussing data on whether or not 
local evaluations in one Department of Teacher Education differed from 
those assigned by SCALE. 
	

INTRODUCTION 
 

States around the nation are in the process of adopting a new 

Teacher Performance Assessment, known as edTPA, into their requirements 

for new teacher certification. edTPA is a nationally available performance 

assessment used to measure novice teachers’ readiness to teach. It is 

designed with a focus on student learning and principles from research and 

theory (SCALE, 2015). Teacher preparation programs have, for a long time, 

been required to demonstrate that their beginning teachers meet standards 

established by professional groups such as the Center for the Accreditation 

of Educator Preparation (CAEP, formerly National Council for 

Accreditation of Teacher Education, NCATE). Many institutions 

accomplished this by having student teachers compile an exit portfolio, the 

requirements for which aligned with program outcomes that had been 

defined by the individual teacher preparation programs and defended to the 

accrediting body. These portfolios were graded in-house, by each student 

teacher’s university supervisor. The new edTPA is graded off-site by scorers 

trained by the Stanford Center for Assessment, Learning and Equity 

(SCALE). Scorers use 15 rubrics for each “middle childhood” portfolio. 
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Not surprisingly, the literature reflects a mixed response to edTPA. Some welcome a 

standardized, high-stakes, externally-scored assessment for new teachers because there is a sense 

that this will finally help the field extract neutral elements of “good teaching” that work anywhere, 

with any K-12 learners (Peck, Singer-Barella & Sloan, 2014, Darling-Hammond, 2012). Once these 

elements have been proven to be the ones that lead to universal achievement, then it will be an easy 

next step to ensure all new teachers experience training programs that understand and inculcate these 

well. Others resist an assessment system that looks all-too familiar in the ways that it resembles the 

high-stakes tests that have been a part of every public school child’s life since No Child Left Behind 

mandated that all students would be on grade level by 2014 (Sandholtz & Shea, 2012). Such an 

emphasis “artificially decontextualizes teaching practice and encourages candidates to ‘teach to the 

test’” (Dover, Schultz, Smith & Duggan, 2015). This resistance claims that it is unreasonable to 

impose a one-size-fits-all assessment instrument on teacher candidates who teach diverse student 

populations in diverse places (Sato, 2014; Au, 2013; Madeloni & Gorlewski, 2013). Another vivid 

concern about edTPA is its relationship to the Pearson corporation, as it is difficult to trust a 

corporation to keep local, public contexts at the heart of its private decisions and actions (Au, 2013). 

We believe that part of the transition to a standardized, externally-scored assessment should 

entail faculty in these teacher preparation programs learning how to make connections between the 

language of the rubrics and evidence in the assessment portfolios. Historically, as can be seen from a 

response to the standardized testing movement that resulted from No Child Left Behind, assessments 

of this type cause educators to feel simultaneously frustrated and obligated to "teach to the test," 

because, while we want to retain autonomy over our content and methods, we ultimately want our 

students to “achieve” based on national test scores that rank them against their peers. We think that 
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in this space of simultaneous frustration and obligation there is much room for growth, as those who 

work to prepare new teachers adopt the new, standardized edTPA.  

Our state adopted edTPA and made it consequential for new teacher certification as of fall, 

2015. For two years leading up to this new circumstance, faculty at our institution began receiving 

training on the assessment, its accompanying rubrics, and edTPA-specific jargon (such as the phrase 

“language function” as a name for the verb from a lesson’s learning objective). We were not 

permitted to use the 5-point rubrics that official edTPA scorers use, but Pearson made available 

condensed 3-point versions that we could use to practice scoring portfolios completed by our student 

teachers. This scoring practice is referred to as “local evaluation.” As a result of the opportunity we 

had been given to locally evaluate portfolios several semesters before the state would hold 

candidates responsible for their scores, we designed a study to compare the local evaluation results 

to the official scores assigned by SCALE. The purpose of this study was to gather data on whether or 

not the local evaluations differed from those assigned by SCALE and, in cases where there were 

differences, identify possible reasons why these discrepancies exist. Faculty in the Department of 

Teacher Education were asked to share their findings after they compared the scores they assigned to 

teacher education candidates’ edTPA portfolios to the scores assigned by the official scoring agency 

SCALE. Our results could be used to inform revisions to our middle grades teacher education 

program and/or curriculum, if needed. 

This study uses qualitative (and some quantitative) evidence to inform best practices for 

teacher preparation. The act of requiring faculty to evaluate students on a high-stakes assessment for 

which faculty will be preparing students  is an exemplary practice. All institutions using edTPA 

would benefit from planning opportunities for training and experiences similar to our current study. 
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Looking Back: Best Practices Prior to edTPA 

How were high standards for new teachers’ knowledge and skills being met before the 

transition to edTPA? As it turns out, at the particular university in this study, educating pre-service 

teachers was going well. NCATE accreditation was received with “no improvements needed” just a 

year before edTPA implementation. Teacher candidates were already required to complete a 

performance assessment evaluating their teaching effectiveness called the Impacting Student 

Learning (ISL) portfolio. The ISL portfolio provided evidence that candidates had developed into 

new teachers shaped by our conceptual framework: Prepared, Able, and Responsive. Interestingly, 

this assessment did address many of the same elements as edTPA now has in its rubrics. The ISL 

contained five sections: Context, Classroom Management, Pre-assessment, Lesson Plans, and 

Analysis of Student Learning. edTPA requires three tasks: Task 1 Planning, Task 2 Instructing, and 

Task 3 Assessing. Table 1 shows which sections of the ISL accomplished which task of edTPA and 

how both fit under our conceptual framework. 

Table 1 

Conceptual 
Framework 

Prepared Able Responsive 

Impacting Student 

Learning portfolio 

Sections 1-4: 

Context, Classroom 

Management, Pre-

assessment, Lesson 

Plans 

Section 5: Analysis 

of Learning 

Section 5: Analysis 

of Learning 

edTPA Task 1: Planning Task 2: Instructing Task 3: Assessing 
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Comparing the work required of student teachers by both projects helped us to understand the 

differences between what we were already asking them to do and what they are now being asked to 

do. Four of the five sections of the ISL focused on context and planning, including a large emphasis 

on quantitative pre-assessment data on middle grades students’ existing knowledge and/or skills 

related to the planned unit objectives and an entire section on a classroom management plan. edTPA 

expects student teachers to plan responsive “learning segments,” and asks for a description of middle 

grades students’ existing knowledge and skills, but student teachers are not asked to provide an 

administered pre-assessment. Only one-third of the edTPA is devoted to what made up four-fifths of 

the ISL. The remaining two-thirds of the edTPA were previously addressed in the final fifth of the 

ISL. This shift means that our prior emphasis was on the process of collecting and documenting 

evidence of learners’ needs and then planning lessons that accounted for these needs, while edTPA 

places more equal emphasis on pre-instructional planning, instruction itself, and post-instructional 

feedback and reflection.  

Perhaps the biggest difference between the two projects is that the edTPA requires student 

teachers to submit video evidence of their instruction and interactions with students, and students’ 

experiences with the content. Student teachers write responses to prompts that ask for specific 

evidence, from the video, of required knowledge and skills for new teachers (as defined by the 

assessment). We feel this is an improvement to traditional teacher education practices that perhaps 

needed a little push toward this sort of innovation in order to shorten the distance between our 

university classrooms and the public school classrooms. Also, while we recognize this point of 

contention in our field, the fact that the portfolio is externally scored by strangers, and that 

standardized expectations are set up for each student teacher (including details such as font sizes and 
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file names), could potentially add a level of professionalism and accountability that will benefit the 

profession.  

The Transition: Training and Data Collection 

We first began to understand the impact the edTPA would have on our graduates in the fall 

of 2013. Faculty began to attend training sessions in December of this semester. In spring of 2014, 

faculty attempted to address edTPA requirements in courses by adding new assignments or revising 

existing ones to include some of the language as described above and the skills needed for 

videotaping lessons. A number of student teachers completed edTPA as part of their requirements 

for graduation by substituting this portfolio for the regularly-required ISL. Twelve portfolios were 

sent to Pearson for scoring. Two or three faculty members (working independently) used the local 

evaluation (3-point) rubrics to assess each submission. Early in the fall 2014 semester, after official 

scores from SCALE were received, faculty teams reviewed both sets of scores on the portfolios, 

discussed discrepancies, and compared the scores they gave to the the ones SCALE gave.  

In fall of 2014, some modifications to edTPA related coursework were made, and all student 

teachers completed edTPA (none completed the ISL). Of these, 15 portfolios were sent to Pearson 

for scoring. Each semester, 19 faculty members scored portfolios using the 3-point local evaluation 

rubric provided by SCALE. Faculty meetings were held to compare local evaluations to official 

SCALE scores. In the fall of 2015, edTPA became consequential, which means all teacher 

candidates must pass in order to earn teacher certification from our state.  

Lessons Learned: Intentions Versus Reality of Our Study 

The fact that we had four semesters of preparation time before our candidates would have to 

pass edTPA to earn teacher certification meant that we had a big opportunity to gather data on 

faculty’s responses to how official scores sent back from SCALE aligned with the local evaluation 
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results that we assigned. We composed a short survey to give faculty after they had been able to 

compare these two scores. The survey consisted of two open ended questions and two closed 

questions that asked if a discrepancy existed, how surprised the local scorer was in the difference or 

lack of difference in scores, and what he or she believed was the cause of the discrepancy. Survey 

results were read, and themes and unique ideas were highlighted. We also looked at scores submitted 

both by teacher education faculty and SCALE and provided some descriptive statistics concerning 

how closely the local evaluation matched with the SCALE scores.    

In some areas, the local evaluators scored students higher (58%), and in some areas the local 

evaluators scored lower than the official scorers.  When asked about discrepancies, 11 participants 

reported that discrepancies existed, and six reported that there were no discrepancies. As for how 

surprised local scorers were in the official scores, the answers ranged as follows: Three were “very 

surprised,” two were “somewhat surprised,” and six were “not surprised” by discrepancies.  

Based on the qualitative survey data, two main themes emerged: (1) Faculty are not sure they 

are interpreting the language of the rubrics in the same way as SCALE and (2) Faculty feel their 

expectations and those of the official scorers are different. The general impression of the local 

scoring was that the whole process is very subjective because the two scorers are grading on 

different scales. Participants said that the people at Pearson have been professionally trained to 

score, and they have not. The participants write that they would never agree with the official SCALE 

scorers, so that leads to differences between the fundamental philosophical directions from which we 

are coming. Interesting quotes from local scorer participants are included in the list below. These 

statements represent the themes concerning differing expectations and training levels.  

● The process was a piece of cake.  I don’t understand why some people made a big 

“hullabaloo” (fuss and stress) about it. 
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● It would be helpful if we were trained from Stanford. 

● We were more demanding than those from CA. 

● My expectations were too high compared to SCALE. 

● I did not understand the tasks and did not understand the student’s explanations as 

well as I thought I did. 

● Grading constructed responses is subjective. 

● We aren’t professionally trained. 

● We have different perspectives; we will never agree. 

● I don’t like that we have to send them away; it implies that we aren’t qualified. 

 

Limitations 

 Over the course of our study we encountered a few challenges that in some ways 

limited the conclusions we are able to draw. First, we only had a 50% response rate on our survey. 

We feel this makes sense given the sentiments shared in statements such as those included above. It 

is unknown, however, whether the 50% who didn’t reply would have contributed a more positive 

outlook on the shift to edTPA, or did or did not encounter larger or smaller scoring discrepancies. A 

second challenge occurred in the fact that the two sets of rubrics being compared used different 

scales (SCALE uses a 5-point rubric, and we were provided with a modified 3-point version). In an 

attempt to make comparisons, we converted SCALE scores to the 3-point scale used for local 

evaluation in this way: 1’s and 2’s = 1, 3 = 2, 4’s and 5’s = 3. A third unforeseen challenge, related 

to the above scale differences, is that an occasional official score came back as a “.5.” This further 

complicated our attempts to translate between the 3-point scores and the 5-point scores.  
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Where We are Now: How Data was Used to Inform Program Changes 

 Our first response, as we anticipated the point at which our student teachers’ edTPA 

scores would be consequential for certification, was to embed whole edTPA-like tasks into the 

courses we believed would provide the best practice with those concepts. For example, we added 

two projects to our general curriculum planning course, one that resembled the edTPA planning task 

(Task 1) and one that resembled the instructing task (Task 2). An assignment that addressed 

knowledge and skills required for the assessing task (Task 3) was created for our assessment and 

differentiation course. One way these assignments took shape was by modifying some of the 

language from edTPA rubrics that dealt with content in a particular course, modifying it, and scoring 

students on a three-point scale on how well they addressed the criteria. For instance, we might write 

“Teacher candidate justifies lesson plan changes using principles of research and/or theory” (rubric 

10) on a class assignment scoring guide for a written reflection on a lesson plan taught in a field 

experience classroom. 

 Embedding whole tasks this way proved to be quite cumbersome. For one thing, each 

course already had appropriate assignments that instructors had to decide to keep, modify, or replace 

with the new assignment. Secondly, there was a general sense of displeasure about what felt like 

“teaching to the test.” Additionally, putting two tasks in one course was very overwhelming for both 

faculty and students, especially because one of these two involved the video recording project, and 

this involved a lot of new learning for all involved. As we began to receive official scores, we have 

been able to more strategically embed work that gives candidates practice with knowledge and skills 

required for successful edTPA submission but that does not eat into existing courses quite so much.  
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Looking Ahead: Data Driven Program Improvement  

Our practice with edTPA so far has provided, as several promised it would, evidence of 

opportunities to refine, and in some cases create, experiences for our candidates that will better 

explicitly prepare them to write strong commentaries, design and teach effective lessons, and plan 

for learners to apply formative feedback. We describe here three ways we have modified coursework 

to best maximize its potential to expose our candidates to edTPA concepts and provide them with 

meaningful practice. These are 1) providing formative feedback and 2) using the language of edTPA 

in peer and faculty observations of lab teaching.  

 

“Glows and Grows” 

Across our programs, we are working on candidates’ abilities to provide objective-based 

feedback on formative assessments. For example, in instances where the following activity has been 

a good fit, primarily in content methods courses, Laura has implemented an assignment that asks 

teacher candidates to observe one another teaching and give objective-based feedback. The objective 

against which the candidates are looking for strengths and weaknesses comes from standards set by 

professional organizations such as the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS). NCSS has a 

document, as do all of the national content organizations (National Council for Teachers of 

Mathematics, National Council for Teachers of English, and National Science Teachers 

Association), that provides standards for what quality teaching of the particular discipline would 

“look like” or entail. The NCSS document “National Standards for Social Studies Teachers,” in the 

section on “time, continuity, and change,” stipulates that teachers should “guide learners in exploring 

characteristics, distribution, and migration of human populations on Earth’s surface” (NCSS, 2002, 

p. 23). For our observation assignment, we begin with this standard and then collaborate to write a 
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behavioral objective that teacher candidates, as they learn to achieve this standard, can clearly meet.  

This objective might read something like: “Teacher candidates will be able to make connections 

between the causes of human migration and the places to and from which this migration takes 

place.” Translating the standard into an objective in this way is useful practice for being able to do 

this in candidates’ own lesson planning. Additionally, and more importantly in the context of 

edTPA, when candidates take their standard-based objective with them into their peer’s classroom 

and note strengths and weaknesses that pertain directly to this objective, they are practicing the kind 

of specific, objective-based feedback that they are expected to provide to their own learners in Task 

3 (and Task 4 for elementary teacher candidates). Our intention is for this to phase out the kinds of 

feedback we are used to seeing, i.e. “Good job!,” “Nicely done!,” “Uh oh, better try harder next 

time!” and instead germinate reflexive skills for creating feedback that will help K-12 learners 

recognize what they can do well related to specific learning objectives and approach their struggles 

from these strengths.  Generic teacher-responses such as the ones identified above do not help 

learners build on what they can do well, and do not meet expectations as set forth by edTPA.  

Observations of Teaching 

Candidates in our program have at least two, and usually three, opportunities to teach and 

receive feedback prior to student teaching. This is because they are given a lab placement each 

semester upon admission to the program, and all courses have lab requirements. Each candidate is 

assigned to a university supervisor who conducts at least one formal observation of teaching during 

lab weeks. Also, coincidentally, we are in the process of transitioning our program into a 

Professional Development School model. One significant difference this creates for our candidates is 

that instead of spreading out to various schools in our cooperating districts, a large group of 
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candidates stay together at one school for lab weeks. Given this, we have begun requiring candidates 

to observe a peer at least once per semester. 

 We recently began revising our observation feedback form to better reflect the 

language candidates will have to be able to think in when they write their edTPA commentaries. For 

example, most elements associated with classroom management can be written about under an 

edTPA prompt that asks how a positive learning environment, respect, and rapport were established. 

Where our previous feedback form listed “Classroom Management” as a category for feedback, our 

new form says “Candidate demonstrates rapport with and respect for his/her students.” It is our 

belief that after receiving feedback in this way a minimum of two times per semester prior to student 

teaching, candidates will be more fluent than they otherwise would have been without reading 

feedback organized in this way. This is doubly true given that, not only does each candidate receive 

this feedback to read and internalize for him/herself, but because faculty and candidates are using the 

same form to give feedback, candidates will have to think in these terms in order to write feedback 

for their peers, too. 

New Identified Opportunities  

 As faculty continue to become more familiar with the new edTPA requirements, new 

questions and ideas are discovered. For example, in task 3, candidates have to articulate a plan for 

how their learners will implement the formative feedback they receive. As of yet we have not 

identified an assignment, or an ideal course to embed one in, that gives candidates meaningful 

practice with this skill. Moreover, this is the type of requirement that, as with feedback 

opportunities, seems well suited for faculty to model for candidates. Over the course of a semester 

candidates could experience a well-designed example of receiving, and then understanding a plan for 

implementing, formative feedback toward course objectives. Then, at the end of this project, 
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candidates could reflect on what difference it made for their learning and how they could see 

themselves doing the same thing with middle grades learners. A project such as this could have 

powerful implications for new teachers’ ability to coach their learners by using formative feedback 

effectively and purposefully, and it is our aim to embed such a project in one of our courses. 

 Another opportunity that has emerged is due to alignment between the knowledge and 

skills sought by the edTPA and those new teachers are held accountable for on our state’s teacher 

evaluation form, or Teacher Keys Effectiveness System (TKES). The TKES evaluation has ten 

standards, most of which are locatable somewhere in the fifteen rubrics for edTPA. For example, 

two of the TKES standards are “positive learning environment” and “academically challenging 

learning environment.” These concepts are sought by the sixth edTPA rubric, which looks for a “safe 

and respectful learning environment that supports young adolescents’ engagement in learning.” 

Given our emergence into a PDS as described above, opportunities might exist for candidates and 

their cooperating teachers to look together at their respective evaluation instruments to look for 

similarities that might share different labels, or themes that both supervisory organizations have used 

to define good teaching. This sort of “heads together” collaboration for the purposes of mutual 

growth are exactly what accreditation bodies (such as CAEP) are looking for in teacher preparation. 

         

Conclusion 

edTPA is a new, standardized assessment that all teacher candidates in our state must 

successfully complete in order to begin their teaching careers. Because it is a new assessment, many 

questions exist about how well current practices will align with new expectations. Our faculty and 

candidates were fortunate to have opportunities to send practice portfolios away for official scoring. 

This helped us develop knowledge about external scorers’ expectations and our existing strengths 
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and weaknesses. Exploring the perceptions our faculty had about the causes of discrepancies 

between the scores they assigned to edTPA portfolios and official scores received from SCALE 

helped us target changes to our program to best prepare our candidates for this new assessment. 

Seeking the insight of faculty who teach the courses that prepare teacher candidates to 

successfully complete this assessment helped us uncover important data about how well the 

assessment aligns with what teacher education faculty believe new teachers should know and be able 

to do. We recognize that the absolute value of edTPA as being a positive or a negative addition to 

teacher preparation is indeterminable, at least at this time. In our state, however, the assessment is a 

reality, and we certainly want our students to do well. Over future semesters, we will continue to use 

candidates’ scores to identify what we are doing well and what we should strengthen, in the context 

of edTPA’s definition of good teaching. 
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Abstract:	
	
This case study aims to 1) assess the relationship between teachers’ 
conceptions of inquiry and the number of perceived inquiry barriers and 
2) provide solutions to overcome the inquiry barriers perceived by 
teachers in the case study. Though no relationship was discovered there 
were important trends in the concepts and barriers analyzed. Perceived 
inquiry barriers can prevent teachers from implementing inquiry using 
the barriers as evidence for why the methodology is not effective. It is 
essential that teachers are provided professional development 
opportunities to overcome the barriers of inquiry in order to provide 
students with authentic learning experiences.	
	

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The drive for an educational revolution stems from Paulo Freire’s 

call for students to have a voice in their education, rather than the typical 

teacher-directed education which deposits recall knowledge into the “bank” 

known as students’ brains (Freire, 1970).  Morrison (2014) states that 

throughout the United States, high school teachers are expected to move 

away from just depositing information and instead implement inquiry into 

the science curriculum as required by the National Science Education 

Standards and the Ohio Department of Education.  

Inquiry instructional standards can help ensure that teachers provide 

students with an opportunity to experience and explain phenomena that 

occur naturally around them (Rascoe, 2010). The result of inquiry teaching 

allows students to ask questions about the real word, develop experiments, 

and analyze different explanations for the data they gather (Mumba, Mejia, 

Chabalengula, & Mbewe, 2010).
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Morrison (2014) states it is essential for inquiry to be authentic to students. This means students’ 

questions and investigations should be derived from their own personal experiences while their 

teachers are merely acting as a facilitator (Myers, Myers, & Hudson, 2009).  The scientific 

processing skills (Ergul et al., 2011) and problem solving skills students develop when immersed in 

authentic inquiry are beneficial to their lives (Burton & Frazier, 2012). These skills aid in the 

development of becoming participatory citizens by making personal and politically-based decisions 

(Hart, 1997); further preparing students for life outside of high school and life in the real word.   

 

Levels of Inquiry 

 There are four different levels of inquiry which can be embedded into science investigations 

ranging from closed to open inquiry such as: confirmation, structured, guided, and open-ended 

(Mumba et al., 2010). Confirmation inquiry is the lowest level of inquiry as it is a teacher centered 

approach in which students follow cookbook procedures to complete a science investigation 

(Gengarelly & Abrams, 2008). Open-ended inquiry is the highest level of inquiry as it is a student 

centered approach in which students develop the investigation, methods and form conclusions based 

on data analysis with the teacher as a facilitator (Gengarelly & Abrams, 2008). Hart (1997) 

illustrates that the highest level of student participation is achieved when students initiate their own 

research and share the responsibility of decisions in learning with the teacher in the classroom 

consistent with open-ended inquiry.   

 

Issues with Inquiry Education 

Freire (1970) suggests that in order to cease student oppression the solution is to transform 

the structure of education through inquiry, such that students can be free from the marginalization of 

traditional teaching.  The goal of education reform in America is to progress from passive to active 

learning through inquiry based teaching as describe in the NSES and ODE standards.  Despite 

inquiry being a science education standard by ODE and NSES, many teachers do not implement it 

for multiple reasons (Ohio Department of Education, 2011; Lotter, Rushton, & Singer, 2013; 

Morrison, 2014; Gengarelly & Abrams, 2008) even though teachers recognize the effectiveness of 

inquiry as a teaching approach (Gengarelly & Abrams, 2008).  Koballa, Dias, and Atkinson (2009) 

concur by stating that numerous barriers exist that thwart teachers from implementing inquiry in the 
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classroom.  Barriers such as: standardized testing, availability of resources, lack of time, student 

incapability, loss of classroom management, and lack of professional or personal inquiry 

experiences.   

These inquiry barriers can alter a teacher’s conception of inquiry resulting in the 

abandonment of inquiry based teaching in high school classrooms. Ozel & Luft (2013) suggest that a 

direct correlation exists between teachers’ conceptualization of inquiry and its implementation in the 

classroom.  Evidence from Ozel and Luft (2013) year long study showed that science teachers with 

closed inquiry conceptions also practice closed inquiry instruction in the classroom with little growth 

during the school year.  This paper aims to review the barriers of inquiry that impede its 

implementation by describing a case study I conducted in 2015 assessing conceptions of inquiry 

based teaching.   

 

Methods 

In order to investigate the impact of teachers’ inquiry conceptions and inquiry 

implementation in secondary science education, quantitative data was collected in the form of 

questionnaires.  This case study aims to determine whether a relationship exists between teachers’ 

conceptions of inquiry and the number of inquiry barriers perceived in the classroom.  It is expected 

that the more negative the conceptions of inquiry the more inquiry barriers will be perceived and the 

more positive the conceptions of inquiry the fewer inquiry barriers will be perceived.      

 

Population and Sampling  

 The investigation was conducted in a school district located in southeast Cincinnati, Ohio in 

collaboration with two suburban public high schools, with a population consisting of secondary 

educators.  A total of 120 teachers provide services to students while 17 teach science as a core 

subject. The grade levels and subject taught by each science teacher are dependent on certification 

and course content availability.  

 

Participants  

Of the total population of science teachers, seven volunteered to participate creating the 

sample of this investigation.  There was both a quantitative and qualitative part of the investigation, 

which included the survey based questionnaire and the classroom observations respectively. Seven 
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teachers participated in the quantitative portion of the investigation through completion of an online 

survey while zero teachers volunteered to participate in the qualitative portion of the investigation, 

classroom observations; therefore the classroom observation methods was omitted from the paper 

and no qualitative data was gathered. 

 

Data Collection  

The first objective of the investigation was to measure teachers’ conceptions of inquiry by 

dispersing a survey based questionnaire to collect quantitative data. The science teachers were given 

the survey electronically through Google forms. The survey consists of 29 items, in which 20 used a 

5-point Likert scale with the following options: 1) Strongly Agree, 2) Agree, 3) Neutral, 4) Disagree, 

and 5) Strongly Disagree. The key features of inquiry were reworded to form the 20 likert questions 

in the survey distributed to the science teachers. These questions were created from and used to 

measure participants’ conceptions of inquiry using the “essential features of classroom inquiry and 

their variations” rubric adapted from the National Research Council (NRC) (2000) (Appendix A). 

One question allows survey participants to quantify the barriers that impede inquiry-based education, 

which was used to assess possible explanations for negative inquiry conceptions (Koballa, Dias, & 

Atkinson, 2009).  Of the remaining questions, one question identifies consent for participation, six 

questions gather demographic information, and one is open ended for comments regarding inquiry.   

 

Analysis  

The “essential features of classroom inquiry and their variations” rubric (NRC, 2000, p. 29) 

was utilized to assess survey responses to identify each teacher’s conceptions of inquiry. Each block 

from the “essential features of classroom inquiry and their variations” rubric (NRC, 2000) 

represented the key features of inquiry. To analyze the survey responses, each answer to the 20 

Likert questions was compared to the “essential features of classroom inquiry and their variations” 

rubric aligned with each key feature (NRC, 2000). A circle on the “essential features of classroom 

inquiry and their variations” (NRC, 2000) rubric indicated their acceptance of a key feature of 

inquiry. Each key feature of inquiry had responses for each variation of inquiry such as: variation A 

indicated open inquiry, variation B indicated guided inquiry, variation C indicated structured 

inquiry, and variation D indicated verification inquiry. From variation A to variation D student 

centeredness decreases as teacher directedness increases (Appendix A).   
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Science teachers with a positive conception of inquiry would agree with the statements under 

variation A and variation B of the “essential features of classroom inquiry and their variations” 

rubric (NRC, 2000) while disagreeing with more statements under variation C and variation D.  

Science teachers with a negative conception of inquiry would agree with the statements under 

variation C and variation D of the “essential features of classroom inquiry and their variations” 

rubric (NRC, 2000) while disagreeing with more statements under variation A and variation B.       

 

Results 

 Conceptions of Inquiry. Seven teachers responded to the survey administered to the 17 

teachers in the science department. Four of the seven were females while the remaining three were 

males. Due to the zero participants for classroom observations, only the survey was used to evaluate 

the conceptions of inquiry.    

During the analysis of each Likert question, some of the teachers agreed with multiple 

statements for each key feature of inquiry indicating support of multiple variations of inquiry. In this 

case, any statement in which a teacher strongly agreed negated all other agreed upon statements. A 

teacher’s conception of inquiry was determined based upon how many strongly agreed or agreed 

upon statements there were per each variation of the “essential features of classroom inquiry and 

their variations” rubric (NRC, 2000). According to this analysis method, there were: five teachers 

with conceptions aligning with variation A, open inquiry; one teacher with conceptions aligning with 

variation C, structured inquiry; and one teacher in which the results were inconclusive because all 

responses were in agreement with each statement of the “essential features of classroom inquiry and 

their variations” rubric (NRC, 2000). 

Table 1: The Variations of Inquiry and Teachers’ Conceptions 

Variations of  
Inquiry  

Teacher 
1 

Teacher 
2 

Teacher 
3 

Teacher 
4 

Teacher 
5 

Teacher 
6 

Teacher 
7 

A (Open) x x  x  x x 

B (Guided)        

C (Structured)   x     

D (Verification)        
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Three teachers offered comments when asked if there are other thoughts or feelings regarding 

inquiry that was not targeted in the survey. Teacher 1 stated, “[inquiry is] a time consuming 

technique and we need to spend lots of time to teach the students this strategy from the grade school 

all the way to high school.” Teacher 3 discussed the implementation of inquiry as independent 

subject dependent stating, “In chemistry, it is much more difficult to allow the students’ to pose 

his/her own questions to test and give them the freedom to work with chemicals. Through guided 

experiments, they still have freedom to collect and process data. [Students] still need to be able to 

analyze the data and draw conclusions based on scientific evidence.” 

Teacher 4 identified the same concern as Teacher 1 in which students lack the practice 

needed to understand and complete inquiry activities.  Teacher 4 states,  

“I find that students do not have enough "practice" learning through inquiry to fully 
implement this style of teaching in my classroom. While I frequently use POGIL (Process 
Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning) assignments to begin units, as far as laboratory activities 
go, inquiry-based learning can be a challenge. Students do not know where to begin or how 
to continue when presented with a true inquiry lab. It is my experience that most students 
even have great difficulty following a "cookie-cutter" laboratory activity where procedures 
are fully communicated in the lab procedure. My honors students, though, seem to do better 
when asked to manipulate a lab variable or create their own experiment. Consequently, I 
think the biggest barrier to inquiry implementation is low-performing students (and lack of 
experience).”    

  

The reflections from Teachers 1, 3, and 4 indicate that despite the analysis of each survey using the 

“essential features of classroom inquiry and their variations” rubric (NRC, 2000) negative 

conceptions of inquiry are still present in two of the five teachers considered to have conceptions 

that align with variation A, the most student centered variation. Teacher 7, one of the three 

remaining teachers in variation A, holds a more positive conception of inquiry stating, “Inquiry-

based teaching is a wonderful approach to student-centered learning.” However, teacher 7 recognizes 

that there are barriers in place that can prevent a teacher from always using inquiry stating, “a 

teacher must cover a specific amount in content in a given amount of time, it becomes difficult to 

devote the time to the process.” 

 

Barriers of Inquiry 

In this case study of only seven teachers, there was no correlation between the number of 

inquiry barriers and conceptions of inquiry although trends were noted. A large sample size may 
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results in a correlation between the number of inquiry barriers and conceptions of inquiry. Table 2 

illustrates each teacher’s perceived barriers to inquiry. It is evident from the data table that all seven 

teachers perceive time constraints as a barrier to the implementation of inquiry and all seven teachers 

do not perceive that the reason inquiry is not implemented in science classroom is due to the teachers 

inability to understand how to implement inquiry or the lack of professional development regarding 

inquiry based teaching. It is also important to note that Teacher 7, who provided the most positive 

and open conception of inquiry due to the comments on the open ended portion of the survey, only 

noted one barrier, time.   

Table 2: Perceived Barriers Implementing Inquiry in the Science Curriculum  

Inquiry Barriers  Teacher 1 Teacher 2 Teacher 3 Teacher 4 Teacher 5 Teacher 6 Teacher 7 

Limited Material and 
Resources 

 x x x    

Time Constraints x x x x x x x 

Loss of Classroom 
Management 

 x x     

Low Performing 
Students 

x  x x  x  

Pressure of High Stakes 
Testing 

 x  x x x  

Lack of Professional 
Development 

       

Lack of Understanding        

 

Discussion 

 

Barriers of Inquiry Based Education   

Limited time and classroom resources. Three of the seven teacher saw that classroom 

resources were a barrier to inquiry while all seven teachers noted limited time as a barrier to inquiry 

education suggesting a commonality in all the potential barriers. Lotter, Rushton, and Singer (2013) 

conducted a year long study following 36 teachers in which each teacher implemented inquiry based 

lessons into their classrooms succeeding a two-week professional development session during the 
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summer.  Workshops were provided throughout the school year and teachers were observed twice 

during the academic year yet the teachers considered to have more negative conceptions of inquiry, 

stated that lack of time and materials prevented them from using inquiry in their classrooms 

throughout the year (Lotter et al., 2013).  This claim is supported by Morrison (2014) who conducted 

a similar study in which participants frequently mentioned time as a constraint as well as limited 

materials for students to use to continue exploring concepts following lessons.   

 

Classroom management 

Two of the seven teachers found classroom management to be a barrier for inquiry 

implementation. Many teachers fear that using inquiry means losing control over classroom 

management (Gengarelly & Abrams, 2008).  This was expressed by a teacher in Morrison’s study 

(2013), who stated that she loses complete control over the class when allowing students the freedom 

to explore content further through inquiry.  However, Morrison (2013) notes that the teachers in her 

study most afraid of classroom management issues were the teachers that implemented the least 

inquiry in the classroom.    

 

Low academically performing students  

Four teachers of seven found low academically performing students as a barrier for 

implementing inquiry in their classroom. This suggests that teachers stray from using inquiry in the 

classroom because students are not considered high level performers resulting in low student 

motivation and further classroom management issues. Teachers who tend to marginalize students’ 

academic abilities see inquiry as something done to students rather than a process carried out by the 

students (Koballa, Dias, & Atkinson, 2009). A teacher in Lotter, Rushton, and Singer’s (2013) study 

stated that her students skills are so low that she had to instruct them what to do rather than guide 

them, suggesting students prefer to be told what to do rather than think for themselves (Mumba, 

Mejia, Chabalengula, & Mbewe, 2010). Due to the pressures of adapting to inquiry practices, some 

students grow frustrated causing adverse reactions to inquiry such as insecurity, confusion, and 

rebellion (Heppner, Kouttab, & Croasdale, 2006) which increases the burden of classroom 

management on the teacher (Geier et al., 2007).   
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Pressure of high stakes standardized testing   

At a National Science Teacher Association Convention in Georgia, session leaders recognized that 

increased high stakes testing is a common barrier preventing teachers from implementing inquiry 

(Koballa, Dias, & Atkinson, 2009). Four of the seven teachers in this case study agreed that high 

stakes testing was a barrier of implementing inquiry. High stakes testing creates pressure on teachers 

and administrators as state funding is allocated and statutory accreditation is based upon student’s 

tests scores (Geier et al., 2007) resulting in teacher directed instruction, termed “teach to test” to 

raise test scores rather than achieve content understanding (Blanchard et al., 2010). A teacher in 

Morrison’s study (2013) stated that inquiry uses more time and limits the amount of content covered 

per lesson, placing them behind the district curriculum pacing guide for end of the course exams.  

Even teachers considered emerging enactment teachers, a higher conception of inquiry, in Lotter, 

Rushton, and Singer’s (2013) study, feared meeting the standards required for high stakes tests, 

suggesting that high stakes testing worries teachers who are successfully implementing inquiry and 

thwarts other teachers from trying to implement it.      

 

Lack of professional development and scientific inquiry understanding 

A review of the 10 most highly recognized government-based reports on inquiry as education 

reform by Burton and Frazier (2012) revealed that teachers need year round support in the 

implementation of inquiry based teaching methods.  Similar results were founded from the review of 

the NSTA session leaders; 50% of the session leaders noted that teachers are inexperienced with 

inquiry and therefore are uncomfortable teaching inquiry, ultimately ignoring inquiry based teaching 

methods in the classroom (Koballa, Dias, & Atkinson, 2009).  To implement inquiry, teachers must 

overcome a series of obstacles such as: the addition of a new teaching role, content knowledge, and 

skills (Jones & Eick, 2007).  Without professional development and ongoing support throughout the 

academic year inquiry teaching methods are often ignored due to the teacher’s lack of comfort.  

Comfort levels continue to decline when teachers experience a lack of support and understanding 

from the administration level, jeopardizing teacher’s confidence in trying a new teaching method 

such as inquiry (Morrison, 2013).  

Pozuelos, Gonzales, and Canal de Leon (2010) found variance in teachers’ professional 

development suggesting the departments of science teachers are not homogeneous in their ability to 

implement inquiry. Though variance in professional development exists, none of the seven teachers 
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in this case study thought they lacked the professional development or understanding as a barrier 

impeding the implementation of inquiry based instruction. A study by Kazempour (2009) found that 

teachers needed effective inquiry-based professional development opportunities to affect the 

conceptions of inquiry-based teaching and increase its implementation in the classroom.    

None of the seven teachers in this case study thought they lacked the experience or 

professional development needed to implement inquiry.  Is it possible that teachers think they have 

the experience needed to implement inquiry or do teachers not want to admit that they lack the 

experience needed to implement inquiry? Or did previous professional development sessions address 

the barriers of inquiry and provide solutions for how to overcome those barriers to effectively 

implement them?     

 

Overcoming Barriers of Inquiry  

Low academically performing students 

It is possible that the first time a teacher tries inquiry in their classroom that it is the first time 

the students have been exposed to this teaching method. Hart (1997) urges teachers that it takes time 

to shape and develop students to successfully implement inquiry as noted by his hierarchical ladder 

of organizational principles defining the levels of student participation.  Heppner, Kouttab, and 

Croasdale (2006) also suggest teachers considered developmental levels of students for at earlier 

levels, students cannot recognize that knowledge is experimental and the teacher is a facilitator 

rather than just the expert (Freire, 1970). This results in teachers avoiding inquiry, accrediting its 

failure to their students inability to “do” inquiry.  Even though this barrier exists, Griset (2010) urges 

teachers to use inquiry in the classroom stating that students may not respond to it at first but after 

time inquiry becomes routine. Routine in any classroom creates a safe and successful environment 

for students to learn and grow accustomed to inquiry based teaching.  

 

Resources and high stakes testing  

Teachers can gain professional support through curriculum based programs to assist with providing 

inquiry learning experiences to students which are aligned with state and national standards ensuring 

standards are met for high stakes testing.  The Center for Learning Technologies in Urban Schools 

(LeTUS) developed learning technologies along with supplementing curriculum design, 

development, and enactment while providing professional development to teachers (Geier et al., 
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2007). LeTUS provided Detroit Public Schools (DPS) a series of 8- to 10-week units on air quality, 

water quality, and Newton’s Laws (Geier et al., 2007).   

Curriculum based inquiry units along with professional development for proper 

implementation provide teachers with a supportive structure and the resources needed to implement 

inquiry (Jones & Eick, 2007). Geier et al. (2007) conducted a three year study working with LeTUS 

and DPS which impacted 37 teachers and approximately 5,000 students enrolled in 18 different 

middle schools.  Concluding each academic, year all students in DPS participated in the Michigan 

Education Assessment Program (MEAP), which are considered high stakes tests in the state of 

Michigan affecting the accreditation and funding of all Michigan Schools (Geier et al., 2007). 

Results compare students involved in LeTUS units to other DPS students not taking LeTUS units. 

Cohort 1 took the MEAP 2000 test and had a 19% increase in passing rate while Cohort 2 took the 

MEAP 2001 test and had a 14% increase in passing rate compared to other DPS non- LeTUS 

students (Geier et al., 2007).These results suggests that inquiry does not hinder high stakes testing 

score but increases the likelihood to pass compared to other students who lacked inquiry teaching 

methods.  Also discredited by these results is the fact that students have to be of high performance to 

successfully “do” inquiry. Many of the students in the DPS district have a substantially high amount 

of student dropout rates and low performing at risk students.  

Professional Development. 

Bottom-Up Approach. The purpose of professional development is to implement ideal 

teaching methods to actual classroom experiences (Jones & Eick, 2007). However, many 

professional development sessions tend to focus on a top-down approach, which is defined by Jones 

and Eick (2007) as a lecturer discussing curriculum and pedagogy. In order to obtain sustainable 

education reform through inquiry based teaching, professional development sessions must utilize a 

bottom-up approach, focusing on pragmatic issues (Jones & Eick, 2007) conceived as inquiry 

barriers. Lotter, Rushton, and Singer (2013) also state that successful professional development 

sessions take account of teacher’s beliefs and transmit those beliefs into classroom practice. As 

Butron and Frazier (2012) indicate the need for students to experience authentic learning through 

inquiry Morrison (2013) states it is vital for teachers to experience authentic inquiry themselves to 

achieve education reform and potentially alter the negative connotation associated with the term 

inquiry.   
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Collaboration. An overwhelming amount of evidence suggests that professional development 

of inquiry methods are most successful when teachers partner with scientists, professors, curriculum 

programs, and other teachers. In a study conducted by Morrison (2013), high school teachers job 

shadowed scientists and interviewed scientists about their views pertaining to: the nature of science, 

science education, and the importance of students learning science.  When teachers were not 

observing scientists, teachers and scientists both participated in group discussions, authentic inquiry 

activities, and designing inquiry based lessons. Concluding the professional development summer 

program teachers attended follow-up workshops in which scientists would assist in small group 

discussion and continued a bottom-up approach of authentic inquiry activities (Morrison 2013). The 

comparison of Views of Scientific Inquiry (VOSI) survey supports partnering professional 

development with scientists as 43% of teachers had a good, great, or outstanding view of scientific 

inquiry on the pre VOSI Survey moved to 100% on the post VOSI survey (Morrison, 2013).   

Similar results were found in Jones and Eick (2007) where professional development 

programs provided opportunities co-teaching in the classroom with collaboration of a pre-service 

teacher, in-service teacher, and a university professor enhancing learning through inquiry activities.  

Results from this collaboration illustrate efficient management of the following:  materials, class 

time, students, and complex procedures or apparatuses (Jones & Eick, 2007).  The relationship 

between the preservice and inservice teacher enriched the scientific content of each lesson as 

preservice teachers had different backgrounds in education than their inservice teachers thus 

deepening student learning (Jones & Eick, 2007). In the current education of preservice teachers, 

they are encouraged to make connections to learning inquiry as a student and teaching inquiry as a 

teacher (Kang, Bianchini, & Kelly, 2013), which many inservice teachers lack due to changing 

professional development practices to meet inquiry based reform in universities. Co-teaching 

alleviates the perceived challenges derived from implementing inquiry and enables learning to go 

beyond instruction which engages students and deepens their learning (Jones & Eick, 2007).         

 

Conclusion  

Inquiry-based education aims to reform current teaching practices to provide students with 

authentic learning experiences of real world phenomena and an opportunity to develop explanations 

through scientific investigations. Despite the research recognizing the many benefits of inquiry 

based education, teachers are choosing to forgo inquiry teaching practices for more teacher directed 
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methods. There are pragmatic issues that teachers face when implementing inquiry that often form 

barriers ceasing inquiry practices. The barriers that impede inquiry implementation can be overcome 

through appropriate professional development sessions in which teachers experience authentic 

inquiry themselves. Partnership with scientists and collaboration with co-teachers alter teachers 

views on inquiry and ensures the effectiveness and sustainability of inquiry teaching. When 

professional development includes curriculum based resources it not only provides specific and well 

developed support for teachers implementing inquiry.  These resources also raise high stakes test 

scores improving school districts’ ratings. Professional development has the opportunity to empower 

teachers, supporting their efforts to successfully implement inquiry without barriers to sustain 

authentic learning experiences for students. Though the teachers in this study may believe they are 

above the norm in terms of professional development, the trends found among the seven teachers 

that participated in the case study should be examined further on a larger scale. 
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Appendix A: 
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Abstract:	
	
The Teacher Synergistic Institute, funded by the National Science 
Foundation’s Advanced Technological Education directorate, provided 
professional development for high school teachers in Warren County for 
four years.  There were two-week periods of professional development in 
the summers, which most teachers followed up with involvement in 
iDiscovery, an online collaborative learning community for teachers. The 
teachers involved reported satisfaction with the summer workshops and 
iDiscovery, and they learned instructional strategies and made changes 
to their teaching practices.	
	

 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Increasing workforce talent in science, technology, engineering, and 

math (STEM) disciplines is of profound national importance. To this end, it 

is critical to create a pipeline, starting in the early grades, to stimulate 

students’ interest in STEM courses and careers and to prepare them to 

compete for jobs within the expanding STEM frontier. Consequently, there 

is a need for teachers who are able to “prepare and inspire” students to 

pursue STEM related fields (President’s Council of Advisors on Science and 

Technology, 2010).  

From	2011	to	2014,	the	Teacher	Synergistic	Institute	(Institute),	

funded	by	the	National	Science	Foundation’s	Advanced	Technological	

Education	directorate,	provided	professional	development	for	high	

school	educators	within	Warren	County,	Ohio,	located	between	

Cincinnati	and	Dayton.
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The	Institute	was	a	partnership	between	Sinclair	Community	College	and	the	Warren	

County	Educational	Services	Center.	The	primary	objective	of	the	project	was	to	equip	teachers	

with	the	knowledge	and	skills	to	infuse	more	inquiry-based	STEM	learning	into	their	high	

school	courses	towards	preparing	and	inspiring	students   

To aid in this effort, each year of the project a summer workshop was held for a new cohort 

of 30 – 40 teachers. In this workshop, teachers learned STEM content, had inquiry-based pedagogy 

modeled for them, and constructed their own modules. These modules were multiple-day units, 

designed to teach STEM content to high school students using reformed, inquiry-based pedagogy.   

Most of the participants in these summer workshops also went on to participate in a web-

based learning community created by the Discovery Center at Miami University called iDiscovery, 

which took place during the school year following the summer workshop. 

The purpose of this article is to outline how the project was implemented and the outcomes 

of the project on the teachers for other entities to implement a similar program.  

 

II. The Institute 

The format for faculty professional development was a combination of face-to-face and 

distance delivery, with follow-up activities via Internet communications when teachers returned to 

their home schools. This hybrid model is based on a framework designed by the National Staff 

Development Council, which promotes online and face-to-face training as two of the most essential 

elements of effective professional development. The combination “…gives participating teachers 

opportunities to practice and reflect on what they learn over relatively extended periods of time, and 

it provides an ideal environment for interaction among participants. In addition, being asynchronous 

and accessible from any web-connected computer, online professional development provides a level 
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of convenience that conventional professional development does not…” (Harwell, 2003). Moreover, 

research indicates that the time teachers spend with each other engaged in thinking about teaching 

and learning is just as important to student learning as the time teachers spend in direct facilitation of 

learning (Stigler & Hiebert, 1999). The activities within the Institute incorporated time for the 

teachers to collaborate as a learning community, seek additional personal training, and team with 

their peers and college and university faculty. A participant who completed all components of the 

Institute received 200 hours of training, consultation, and collaboration.  

 

A. Summer Workshop 

Teacher recruitment involved a project team member personally visiting each high school in 

Warren County to inform teachers about the project. Additionally, efforts were targeted at the 

administrative level to secure “endorsements” of the Institute. Teachers were offered incentives to 

participate, including an $850 stipend, an iPad, opportunity for job shadowing, and a certificate of 

completion. In addition, their schools received one iPad for each teacher who participated. 

The Institute ran for two weeks, from 8:30 am - 3:00 pm with a break for lunch. The first day 

consisted of introductions to one another, to the Institute, and to teaching inquiry-based instruction. 

This introduction to teaching inquiry-based instruction consisted of an activity conducted three 

ways, with different levels of guidance, and discussion.  

The rest of the first week consisted of science, math, and engineering lessons taught by 

expert teachers and by professors from local colleges and universities. During this first week of the 

workshop, science content was taught in a way that modeled inquiry-based instruction. This delivery 

method was chosen for two reasons: modeling inquiry for teachers can lead to lasting changes in the 
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way they teach going forward and it is an excellent way for the teachers to learn the content 

themselves (McDermott, 1990; Supovitz, 2000). 

The second week started with field trips to a local community college and to a nonprofit 

research center. For two days, participants were given time to develop teaching modules for their 

own courses. These were multi-day lessons, using inquiry-based methods. The participants had 

access to experts in science, in math, to the Internet, and to their peers as they developed these 

modules. On the last day, the participants presented their modules to one another and had a small 

graduation ceremony. 

 

B. Modules 

To aid participants in coalescing their understanding of the concepts and processes during the 

activities, they created modules that had immediate applicability in their classrooms. This unit of 

integrated science and math problem-based activities was developed with other teachers of about the 

same grade level. Participants were given a proven module architecture developed with prior NSF 

funding by Sinclair’s National Center for Manufacturing Education, called Authentic Learning Task 

modules. The module architecture “emphasizes a hands-on, competency-based process, where skill-

building activities are simultaneously coupled with fundamental theoretical knowledge” (Sinclair 

Community College, 1996). 

 

C. iDiscovery 

iDiscovery is an online collaborative learning community that supports participants and other 

Ohio educators by allowing for ongoing engagement and support through the academic year. Offered 

through Miami University, iDiscovery offers seminar courses each academic year that provide 
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graduate credit. Through individual and peer reflection, educators can identify and share strategies 

for improvement of the teaching practices.  

iDiscovery consisted of two semester-long courses. Each course carried graduate credit in 

Teacher Education at Miami University, and was taken for a letter grade. Students could choose 

whether or not to take the second course in the spring after they completed the first course in the fall. 

Each course consisted of nine assignments. Typically a new assignment was due every two weeks. 

Participants would post their assignments on the course website by the start date, and then spend 

approximately a week in conversation with one another. Their comments were encouraging, and 

their questions were insightful and often led to real reflection on the teaching practices of the 

community. The assignments built towards the posting of original, tested, lesson plans; the 

participants started with examining resources of the Ohio Department of Education, discussed the 

learning standards, brainstormed lesson ideas and assessment plans, and then posted lessons. More 

information about iDiscovery is available at www.iDiscovery.org. 

 

III. Methods 

A. Participants 

The project was implemented at Sinclair’s Courseview Campus in Warren County, Ohio. 

Located 24 miles from Cincinnati, the Courseview Campus is at an intersection of Interstate 71 in a 

rapidly growing residential area that attracts 12 new residents per day and grew 27% between 2000 

and 2006 (Leyman, 2008). It is located in a major high-tech industrial area that has high demand for 

STEM technicians employing thousands. Key employers are: 

• Proctor & Gamble – multinational consumer and pharmaceutical manufacturer. 

• Pioneer – audio-visual equipment. 
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• Luxotica – ophthalmic manufacturing. 

• Sumco Phoenix – integrated circuits and semiconductor devices. 

• L3 Cincinnati Electronics – advanced aerospace electronic assemblies. 

Warren County is part of the Cincinnati-Middletown Metropolitan Statistical Area, which is 

one of just three of Ohio’s eight Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) that experienced growth 

between 2000 and 2008. The area’s annual employment growth during 2000-2008 was 5.3% (Ohio 

Department of Job and Family Services, 2009).  

A survey and summary by the Warren County Area Progress Council concluded that Warren 

County was underserved by Ohio’s system of post-secondary education. The county’s overall 

population jumped nearly 40% between 1990 and 2000, to 158,383, while other surrounding county 

populations declined. However, Warren county has one of the lowest percentages of people 18 to 39 

who have a college degree or are enrolled in college, the report said (Dayton Daily News, 2003). It 

was after this report that Sinclair College broke ground on its Courseview campus in Mason, Ohio 

(https://www.sinclair.edu/courseview/about/history/). 

Teachers were initially recruited via email messages, letters sent through the US Mail, 

announcements on the Warren County Educational Services Center’s website, and visits from the 

Center staff to principal and superintendent meetings and teachers’ meetings. 

When the project started, the project team had hoped to reach 117 teachers over three years, 

who would represent 78% of the science, math, and technology 10th-12th grade public school 

teachers in Warren County. The project team ended up reaching even more teachers. The project ran 

for four years, from 2011-2014. During this time, a total of 178 teachers participated: 76 (47%) math 

teachers, 84 (43%) science teachers, and 18 (10%) other teachers.  The teachers came from nine of 
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the ten high schools in Warren County, OH and from adjacent counties. Among them, they teach 

more than 4000 students a year. 

 

B. Data Gathering 

At the end of each learning experience a questionnaire was disseminated to assess 

satisfaction with the experience, attitudes about the topic, intentions to incorporate lessons within 

one’s pedagogical approaches, and demographic information.  While there was slight modification 

across cohorts in the number of items, the questionnaire related to the Institute and iDiscovery 

contained approximately 50-60 items. 

 

IV. Results 

The planned outcomes for teachers included (1) increased comfort with incorporating 

authentic, interdisciplinary learning activities into instruction and assessing related student 

performance and (2) increased pedagogical skill in using hands-on, inquiry-based teaching strategies 

(Clasen & Rucks, 2014). 

 

A. Satisfaction with the Workshop 

Indicators of overall satisfaction increased across the four iterations of the Institute (see 

Figure 1). These findings are consistent with feedback from the project team indicating that they 

used the results from the questionnaire to improve on the workshop each summer. Indeed, examining 

the same dimensions just outlined, there was an average increase of 17.4% in the percent of 

participants who strongly agreed to the five dimensions previously highlighted. 
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Figure 1. Percentage of participants in Cohorts 2011-2014 who strongly agreed with each 

statement reflecting overall satisfaction (taken from Clasen & Rucks 2014) 

Strength of agreement with statements reflecting the conduct of the workshop itself as 

illustrated in Figure 2. Again, there was general improvement in agreement with statements 

reflecting the quality of the workshop across the four (4) years of the Institute, suggesting that the 

project team was successful in using feedback to improve the workshop. For instance, in 2011 only 

7% of participants strongly agreed that the “workshop reflected careful planning and organization,” 

while in 2014, 70% of participants strongly agreed with this statement. 
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Figure 2. Percentage of participants in Cohorts 2011-2014 strongly agreeing with statements 

reflecting conduct of workshop (taken from Clasen & Rucks 2014) 

Of note, there were several indicators that did not reveal much variation across cohorts. Two 

statements to which fewer than 50% of participants strongly agreed and which did not vary much 

between cohorts were “A variety of inquiry-based strategies were modeled effectively by the leaders 

of the institute,” and 

“Activities used simple, readily available materials.” For a third statement, over 50% of 

participants in each cohort strongly agreed that “Activities were generally appropriate for high 

school learners.” In addition to evaluation of the Summer Institute, an evaluation of the iDiscovery 

component was completed in October 2013 by Ohio’s Evaluation & Assessment Center for 

Mathematics and Science Education at Miami University (Morio & Li, 2013). This assessment (see 
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Table 1) noted that a majority (over 75%) of participants reported that, as a result of iDiscovery, they 

learned how to use technology in the classroom, new instructional approaches and teaching 

strategies, and inquiry-based, hands-on activities to use in the classroom, and that participation in 

iDiscovery professional development improved their teaching and increased their enthusiasm for 

teaching. Fewer (<74%) agreed that they learned new content (concepts, facts, definitions), multiple 

ways to assess student learning, or effective questioning techniques. 

 

 

The professional development 
(iDiscovery)  . . . 

Strongly 
Disagree / 
Disagree 

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

Agree / Strongly 
Agree 

 N (%) N (%) N (%) 

enhanced the prerequisite 
professional development 

0 8(16%) 43(84%) 

motivated me to implement what 
I learned in the prerequisite professional 
development 

2(4%) 6(12%) 42(84%) 

provided support as I 
implemented what I learned in the 
prerequisite professional development 

1(2%) 8(16%) 42(82%) 

Table 1: Reponses regarding PD after teacher participation in iDiscovery, iDiscovery post-
survey, 2011-2013 (taken from Morio & Li 2013) 

 

This evaluation also found that, after participation in an iDiscovery seminar, teachers were 

significantly more likely to communicate with teachers from a previous professional development 

institute and to engage in online chats with other teachers about a teaching issue or idea. However, 

they were not significantly more likely to share teaching plans with colleagues or have colleagues 

share teaching plans with them. While the reason for the latter finding is unknown, it is possible that 

while participants in the Institute and iDiscovery did create teaching modules to be posted and 
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shared on-line, teachers do not commonly share teaching plans with each other on a one-to-one 

basis, and this habit is what was reflected in the response to this question. 

 

B. Change in Knowledge 

An increase in strong agreement with statements reflecting increased knowledge of STEM, 

inquiry based learning, and instructional strategies as a result of the workshop also occurred in 

cohorts 2-4. However, there was general agreement on the part of participants that they would have 

liked the opportunity to learn more STEM content during the workshop (between 43% and 52% 

strongly agreed with this statement; see Figure 3). 

 

  

Figure 3. Percentage of participants in Cohorts 2011-2014 who strongly agreed with each 

statement reflecting change in knowledge (taken from Clasen & Rucks 2014) 

 

C. Change in Teaching Practices 

Most participants (50-89%) reported strong agreement with intentions to change their  
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teaching practices (will use the lesson/activity developed in my upcoming classes, will use inquiry-

based activities in my classes more often, will use a wider variety of inquiry-based strategies in my 

classroom) as a result of the Institute (see Figure 4). This finding is particularly pronounced when 

participants were explicitly asked about their intention to use the lessons/activities developed in the 

workshop for future classes. 

 

 

Figure 4. Percentage of participants in Cohorts 2011-2014 who strongly agreed with each 

statement reflecting intention to change teaching practices (taken from Clasen & Rucks 2014) 

To find out what difference the project made for teachers in their knowledge and use of 

inquiry-based pedagogy, questionnaires given before and after the Institute were analyzed, and 

limited classroom observation of teachers who had completed the Institute were made. Pre- and post-

questionnaires were analyzed for significant changes using ANOVA. Because analysis of all cohorts 

did not differ significantly from analysis of cohort 4 alone, the analysis discussed and shown in the 

tables below reflects all cohorts. While results should be viewed with caution because of the small 

sample sizes completing the post-test, the general trend of the results suggests that teaching 

knowledge and use of inquiry-based pedagogy did indeed increase. 
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The pre- and post-workshop questionnaires asked participants about their perceptions of the 

effect the project had on their knowledge of and ability to teach inquiry based learning and STEM-

related issues, their networking with colleagues, and their pedagogical practices. In general, the 

workshop apparently had the greatest effect in increasing knowledge of STEM and inquiry-based 

learning and in increasing understanding of skills, standards and techniques. There appeared to be 

little effect on teachers’ frequency of use of various teaching methods, and surprisingly, a decrease 

in reported networking and sharing with colleagues. 

There was a small but statistically significant increase in reported knowledge of STEM and 

inquiry-based learning, and in ability to deal with student misconceptions of STEM, and a larger 

increase in reported awareness of STEM issues. Teachers did not report a significant increase in their 

knowledge of a variety of instructional techniques, presumably because they already felt they were 

well informed before the workshop (see Table 2). 

 
 

I . . . 

Pre 
Mean 
(N = 41) 

Post 
Mean 
(N = 36) 

 
p-value 

Have increased my knowledge of STEM 
and inquiry-based learning 

3.92 4.37 0.026 

Am able to deal with student 
misconceptions of STEM 

3.31 4.04 0.002 

Am informed about a variety of 
instructional techniques 

4.44 4.52 0.578 

Am more aware of STEM-related issues 3.28 4.04 0.006 
Table 2. Knowledge of STEM and inquiry-based learning (taken from Clasen & Rucks 2014) 
(Rated from 1 – “disagree strongly” to 5 – “agree strongly”) 
 

There was either virtually no change or a decrease in the frequency with which workshop 

participants reported interaction and networking with teaching colleagues, a difference statistically 

significant for four of the seven statements (see Table 3). This result was unexpected, because part of 
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the purpose of the workshop and the follow-on opportunity with iDiscovery was to model and foster 

networking and sharing among high school STEM teachers. One possibility is that before 

experiencing the sharing and communication of the workshop and follow-on component, teachers 

believed that they networked more than they actually did, and reported more accurately post-

workshop. Another is that networking among teachers is a long-term behavioral change that is 

relatively unaffected by a two-week workshop or that will take longer to manifest. Yet still another 

feasible interpretation is that perhaps teachers perceive module similarly to lesson plans, which are 

highly individualized. As a consequence, there is not much sharing of this type of material. 

 
I . . . 

Pre 
Mean 
(N = 41) 

Post 
Mean 
(N = 36) 

- 
p-value 

In general maintain contact with teachers from other 
previous professional development workshops 

2.71 2.07 0.024 

Communicate with instructors/faculty from a 
previous professional development institute 

2.79 2.41 0.261 

Share inquiry-based learning teaching plans with my 
colleagues 

3.84 3.41 0.072 

Have colleagues share inquiry-based learning 
teaching plans with me 

3.65 2.89 0.009 

Participate in online chats about inquiry based 
teaching issues 

1.68 1.78 0.725 

Am interested in networking with teachers and other 
professionals about inquiry-based learning 

4.05 3.15 0.000 

Receive feedback from other teachers about inquiry-
based learning instructional issues in a timely manner 

2.73 2.12 0.048 

Table 3. Interaction and sharing with teaching colleagues (taken from Clasen & Rucks 2014) 
(Rated from 1 – “almost never” to 5 – “very often”). 
 

While participants reported using inquiry-based teaching methods slightly more often after 

the workshop, for only one method (having students share/perform experiments and/or problems to 

confirm results or interpretations) was the increase significant (see Table 4). Activities reported most 
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often both pre- and post-workshop were using evidence to justify responses, using a variety of 

resources for learning, making connections with previously learned concepts, and asking questions 

that lead to deeper discussion or further investigation. The teaching method least frequently used 

was requiring students to reach works by mathematicians and scientists. Frequency of use of listed 

teaching methods may have been impacted by other factors. For instance, in focus groups conducted 

as part of the external evaluation by the Evaluation and Assessment Center teachers cited a conflict 

between the time that inquiry-based instruction takes and the pressure to prepare students for success 

in testing as quickly as possible (Morio & Li, 2013). 

 
I have my students . . . 

Pre 
Mean 
(N = 41) 

Post 
Mean 
(N = 36) 

 
p-value 

Use evidence to justify responses 4.18 4.42 0.197 
Debate or discuss the interpretation of data, texts, and accepted 
ideas 

3.61 3.81 0.409 

Design activities to test their own ideas 3.03 3.30 0.329 
Use interactive online simulations or activities 3.16 3.37 0.534 
Discuss subject-specific ideas among themselves 3.50 3.81 0.218 
Read works of mathematicians and scientists 2.30 2.44 0.639 
Use resources outside of the classroom to facilitate learning 3.39 3.41 0.964 
Work at their own pace 3.58 3.41 0.552 
Seek real-life applications of concepts 3.84 3.93 0.775 
Use a variety of resources for learning 4.05 4.33 0.155 
Explore higher-order problems before mastering the basics 3.13 3.48 0.252 
Share/perform experiments and/or problems to confirm results 
or interpretations 

3.05 3.78 0.006 

Make connections with previously learned concepts 4.37 4.52 0.353 
Ask questions that lead to deeper discussions or further 
investigation 

3.97 4.19 0.313 

Table 4. Teaching methods (from Clasen & Rucks 2014) (rated 1 -5, almost never to very often) 
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Teachers reported significant increase in comfort in using inquiry/problem solving-based 

instruction. There was also significant improvement in understanding how to relate classroom 

activities to Ohio’s academic standards, how to assess student learning in multiple ways, and of the 

methods necessary to teach mathematics and science concepts correctly (see Table 5).   

Table 5: Understanding of skills, standards, and techniques (taken from Clasen & Rucks 
2014) (Rated from 1 – “strongly disagree” to 5 – “strongly agree”) 

 

It was possible to directly observe a few classroom sessions performed by teachers who had 

participated in the Institute, using a modified version of the Reformed Teaching Observation 

Protocol (R-TOP). It should be noted that classroom observations were not part of the original 

 
I . . . 

Pre 
Mean 
(N = 41) 

Post 
Mean 
(N = 36) 

 
p-value 

Have a good understanding of the 
fundamental core content in science and/or 
math of the subject(s) I teach 

4.18 4.59 0.074 

Am comfortable using inquiry-
based/problem- solving based instruction 

3.95 4.44 0.013 

Implement the skills and knowledge 
mastered during face-to-face professional 
development programs 

3.97 4.11 0.444 

Have a good understanding of relating 
classroom activities to Ohio’s Revised 
Academic Standards 

3.50 4.11 0.016 

Have a good understanding of how to 
assess student learning in multiple ways 

4.11 4.54 0.038 

Have a good understanding of effective 
questioning techniques and their use in the 
classroom 

4.11 4.37 0.168 

Have a good understanding of the methods 
necessary to teach mathematics and/or 
science concepts correctly 

3.57 4.35 0.003 
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memorandum of understanding for the project and therefore, requests to observe teachers in the 

classroom were agreed to only through the goodwill of the participating teachers. 

The R-TOP consists of five subscales that measure three dimensions of the classroom 

experience: lesson plan and implementation, content (propositional and procedural knowledge), and 

classroom culture (communicative indicators and student/teacher relationships). Each of the 25 items 

of the R-TOP are scored on a Likert scaled from “0 – never occurred” to “4 – very descriptive,” 

yielding a possible high score of 100. 

Observation occurred in three classrooms: one in chemistry, one in math, and one in physics. 

Of the three, the chemistry classes scored lowest on the R-TOP (44 out of a possible 100) while the 

math and physics classes scored 76 and 71, respectively. The chemistry class may have scored lower 

because on the day of observation, the students were doing an observation lab, in which the teacher 

demonstrated the effects of water on highly reactive metals. Though the lesson was not inquiry 

based, the observer reported that the students were fully engaged in the lesson and demonstration. In 

the physics class, which covered the independence of horizontal and vertical motion, students 

calculated when they needed the drop a raw egg from the top of the bleachers to score a direct hit on 

the head of the (poncho covered and helmet wearing) teacher walking below. In the pre-calculus 

honors math class, students worked in teams and were responsible for discovering definition of 

terms and how to perform assigned problems. The teacher primarily kept track of how fully each 

student was participating in the problem solving, intervening only if difficulties were detected. 

 

V. Future Considerations 

While this current project has ended ending, individuals who are interested in building on the 

success of this project may consider how the next iteration of this project would look. The findings 
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from this project suggest that professional development targeted at additional aspects of inquiry-

based learning pedagogy would be beneficial. Inquiry-based learning involves many different 

components such as the incorporation of modules that lend themselves to being inquiry based, 

engaging students in debates, allowing students to design their own experiments, etc. The focus of 

the current project was primarily on the development and incorporation of inquiry-based modules. 

Results from the project found that teachers are implementing the experimentation component of 

inquiry-based learning into their lesson plans, which is consistent to the module development focus 

of the Institute. Providing teachers with strategies to engage other aspects of inquiry-based learning 

would provide additional ways to enhance the learning experience for students. 
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Abstract:	
	
First year teachers encounter and negotiate many influences when 
making decisions concerning teaching and assessing reading, including 
district and local policy. Often, as a result, many first year teachers, 
abandon, limit or modify much of what they learned regarding teaching 
and assessing reading, from their teacher education programs. This 
qualitative study examines the decision making of first year teachers 
regarding literacy instruction and policy.  
	
	

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Researchers have demonstrated that beginning teachers’ decisions 

regarding assessment and instruction are the result of a complex 

combination of influences consisting of childhood experiences with school, 

teacher training programs, and current teaching environment (Flores & Day, 

2006), as well as their access to mentors (Achinstein, 2012; Olebe, 2001), 

personalized professional development (Anderson & Olsen, 2006), 

professional learning communities (Coburn, 2001), and alternative forms of 

assessment (Kuh & Nelson, 2014). Teachers draw on various personal, 

professional, and practical funds of knowledge to inform their instruction 

(Goldstein, 2008; Grisham, 2000,). However, as beginning teachers consider 

these influences and make decisions concerning assessments they must 

negotiate a misalignment that often occurs with policy and teacher education 

program outcomes (DeLuca & Bellara, 2013).  
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Teacher education programs do make a positive difference in the instructional decisions 

beginning teachers make (Bauml, 2011; Grisham, 2000; Hoffman et al., 2005; Maloch et al., 2003). 

McGee and Colby (2014), for example, indicated that teacher candidates’ assessment literacy 

showed statistically significant growth after completing a required assessment course. However, the 

conditions and degree of the influence of teacher education programs depend on a variety of factors. 

Some first-year teachers adopt, modify, imitate, or avoid the practices they learn about in teacher 

education programs (Bauml, 2011). The quality and depth of teacher education programs matter. 

Maclellan (2014) showed that some novice teachers’ knowledge of assessments is underdeveloped. 

However, those who graduate from excellent programs are more effective in creating and 

maintaining a high-quality literacy environment than those who do not (Hoffman et al., 2005). 

Furthermore, Maloch et al. (2003) found that preservice teachers who received a specialization in 

reading were more likely to make instructional decisions based on their knowledge of students’ 

needs than on dictated requirements in packaged programs. Graduates who teach in schools whose 

philosophies are congruent with those they learned about in their teacher education programs are 

more likely to implement the methods they learned about (Deal & White, 2005; Grisham, 2000) as 

well.   

Several studies have found that beginning teachers tend to implement more of what they 

learn in teacher education programs in their second year, after concerns about classroom 

management and parental communication have subsided (Deal & White, 2005; Grisham, 2000; 

Massey, 2006). Indeed, Fantilli & McDougall (2009) found in their study of 54 teachers in their 

induction years that fifteen different challenges were identified, few of which were even related to 

implementation practices. However, Kelly (2004) suggested that induction programs support novice 

teachers’ growth in many areas including assessment literacy. Thus, working theories and practices 
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of preservice teachers change in the actual implementation in mentored learning environments.  

Albeit, limitations created by state and district policies, adopted programs, and high-stakes testing 

can be a barrier for beginning teachers who wish to implement instructional practices learned in 

programs (Deal & White, 2005; DeLuca & Bellara, 2013; Grisham, 2000).   

The purpose of this qualitative study is to examine the following questions: How do new 

teachers make decisions about the literacy assessment and instructional practices they use in their 

classrooms? What role do local, state, and federal policies play in these decisions? To what extent do 

new teachers implement the assessment and instructional practices they learned about in their 

teacher education programs? 

 

Method 

This is a qualitative study that was conducted by three researchers from different states 

Texas, Alaska and Ohio.  Each researcher recruited 4-5 participants that had recently graduated from 

their university and was employed at an elementary school. We collected data in three forms: 

interviews, observations, and documents.  Each participant was interviewed 3-4 times throughout the 

school year using semi-structured life world interviews (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2008).  Several of the 

administrator were interviewed once. The interviews were approximately an hour in length and were 

audio recorded and transcribed.  Additionally, we observed each teacher’s reading instruction and 

assessment 3-4 times throughout the school year.  Field notes were taken at each observation.   

In addition to interviews and observations, we collected a variety of documents pertinent to 

our research questions (McCulloch, 2004).  This included items such as lesson plans, assessments, 

policy statements, etc. Lastly, the teachers in the study kept a journal throughout the year that they 

wrote in on a monthly basis.  The journals included some suggested prompts as well as free writing.   
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We collected the data and analyzed it using the constant comparative method (Charmaz, 

2006).  This consisted of coding the data to identify recurring themes.  These themes were defined 

and collapsed into more focused categories that were then used to code the remaining data.  Each 

researcher created a codebook providing a name, description, and example of the major categories 

(Tracy, 2013).  These initial analysis informed the remaining data was collected.  Second, we 

compared the key findings and wrote memos to explore similarities, differences, and recurring 

themes.  Finally, we used Bourdieu’s (1972/1977) concepts of field, capital, and habitus to further 

analyze and then theorize the categories developed through the constant comparative method.  This 

analysis consisted of three steps: (a) analyzing the field of education in which these teachers work 

(b) mapping the various capital that these teachers bring to their teaching, and (c) analyzing the 

responses (habitus) of the teachers as they make decisions regarding reading assessment and 

instruction in their classrooms (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992).  

 

Participants 

There were thirteen first year teachers that participated in this study. Each of the participants 

were Early Childhood through Grade 6 majors in each of the our teacher education programs. This 

included 5 participants form Texas, 4 from Alaska and 4 from Ohio. The participants had graduated 

in December or May and were hired to begin teaching in the following August. In addition, 

participants who obtained teaching jobs within easy driving distance of our universities and who 

expressed an interest in participating in the study were recruited.  In addition to teacher participants, 

instructional leaders such as the school principal, served as participants as well to help us better 

understand any school, district, state, and/or federal policies that inform the literacy assessment and 

instruction required in the schools in which the participants teach. 
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Four of the participants were first year teachers in Ohio. They all graduated from their 

teacher preparation programs in May and obtained employment the following August in elementary 

classrooms. All four of the participants were females Caucasians. In addition, all four were 

traditional students in their early twenties. 

 

Setting 

The participants in Ohio all taught in Pre-kindergarten through grade 6 buildings located in 

the rural Midwest. Two of the buildings facilitated around four hundred students. The other 2 

buildings facilitated one-hundred to one-hundred and twenty students. The buildings that facilitated 

around four hundred students there were three sections of students per most grade levels. In the less 

populated buildings there was only one section of students per grade level. The participants that 

taught in the larger buildings had access to literacy coaches and title one teachers. The participants 

that instructed in the less populated buildings did not have access to literacy coaches or title one 

teachers. All but 1 of the Ohio participants engaged in the Resident Educator program.  

 

Findings 

As previously stated this is a qualitative study that includes participants from three states 

Texas, Alaska and Ohio. Though the findings are similar across the three states, this article will 

focus on the findings from the participants in Ohio. As teacher educators we are quite familiar with 

the challenges of making long-lasting impressions upon our preservice teacher candidates. Having 

been socialized to expect classrooms to look and operate in certain ways (Bourdieu & Passeron, 

1970/1977), our teacher candidates often readily what their schools or districts provide with little 

thought or reflection. Bourdieu (1972/1977) referred to this phenomenon as habitus, the process of in 
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which the objective structures of a social field are transformed onto the subjective structures of 

agents’ thoughts and actions. 

 Schools are social fields with rules and requirements that teachers and other para-

professionals accept unknowingly and thus dictate the decisions that they make in the classroom. 

Our findings indicate that teachers’ decision-making has been largely impacted by district-wide 

requirements such as mandated curriculum and assessment measures. Mellissa, a teacher in Ohio 

said, “We have started a district mandated phonemic awareness program. We go through these three 

page premade lesson plans daily. I do not like the way we are asked to teach reading, because it is 

not hands-on enough.” All the participants in Ohio indicated that they follow a curriculum maps and 

pacing guides. Several participants suggested that they include strategies learned during their teacher 

preparation once they have implemented district mandated curriculum. Most participants openly 

accepted district mandated curriculum and assessment requirements and expressed little uneasiness 

in following them, largely assuming that this is what real teaching was all about, a process that 

Bourdieu (1972/1977) referred to this as a doxic relationship. However, a teacher in Ohio expressed 

concerns regarding the literacy curriculum that she was required to implement. This led to more 

frustration and the teacher found employment in a different district the following year. 

 In addition to district wide requirements, we found that peer collaboration was largely 

influential in new teachers’ decisions regarding literacy instruction and assessment. All of the Ohio 

participants indicated that they participated in district wide and grade level team meetings in which 

they collaborated to make decisions regarding instruction and assessment. For example, Arlene 

stated, “ Our group meets once a week, and we plan everything, so we have streamlined pretty much 

that we all do the same thing.” All the teachers expressed that they found the time scheduled for 

collaboration helpful. However, they did not find mandated day long meetings for the Resident 
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Educator helpful. One teacher found it overwhelming to leave the  classroom for the day and 

suggested that the meetings were not beneficial. 

 The extent to which these new teachers were able to use the capital obtained in their 

teacher educator programs largely depended on the context in which they found themselves teaching. 

Some new teachers received jobs in districts that offered little support for those methods. For 

example, Lauren, a first grade teacher was required to implement a reading program that did not   

align with her teaching philosophy and was told not to supplement it with other resources. She 

stated, “I do not agree with this type of teaching, the children sit in their seats in their seats for over 

an hour while I teach phonics rules and assess them. I ask the principal questions about the program, 

and she gets defensive.” 

 Some new teachers, however, received jobs in environments that actually supported 

methods learned in their teacher education programs. One teacher in Ohio taught in a district that 

had adopted Fountas and Pinnell (2010) balanced literacy framework. This program emphasizes 

many of the approaches learned in her teacher preparation program. Sarah explained, “I have a great 

team and when they said that they implement the Fountas and Pinnell framework, I said, oh I know 

that already.” The congruence between the concepts learned in their teacher education program and 

the expectations of their new teaching context enabled these teachers to solidify and strengthen these 

instructional practices.  

 

Discussion 

In a time when teacher education is under fire, this area of study is of increasing importance. 

Understanding how new teachers are making decisions about policy and in particular, reading 

instruction, provides some insight regarding what role teacher education may or may not play in 
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their decision-making.  While some research indicates that teacher education may influence new 

teachers’ decision-making (Bauml, 2011; Grisham, 2000; Hoffman et al., 2005; Maloch et al., 2003), 

especially if they have come from a high-quality program (Hoffman et al., 2005), it also indicates 

that there are many factors of influence in these new teachers’ professional lives that we in teacher 

education cannot control, including their contexts (Deal & White, 2005; Flores & Day, 2006), their 

districts’ policies, the curriculum materials they are provided (Valencia et al., 2006), and their access 

to mentorship, professional development, and formal induction programs (Achinstein, 2012; 

Anderson & Olsen, 2006; Kelley, 2004; Olebe, 2001). It also indicates that much work still needs to 

be done, especially as we look at how new teachers specifically navigate through reading instruction 

and assessment policies. 
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Abstract:	
	
With global changes taking place to our world oceans, there is a demand 
for both well-trained scientists and environmental educators who can 
offer learners a framework for understanding the connectedness of the 
oceans.  The need is crucial for the next generation of citizens who will 
continue to face challenges related to a changing ocean as part of a 
changing planet.  In NW Ohio, a landlocked state in the United States, 
there is as much a need for citizens to connect with the global oceans as 
a scientist working on tropical atoll. To be stewards of a global resource, 
all global citizens should feel they have a part in being stewards of the 
oceans. For the past three decades, many university students have been 
experiencing their connection through university level coursework in a 
novel and cyber-driven way.  Using the Ocean Literacy Principles as a 
framework, pre and post testing revealed that a cyber-driven, open 
ended, discovery-based method of course delivery significantly (p < .001) 
increased understanding of the World Ocean and scientific concepts by 
over a standard deviation across all standards.  
	
	

INTRODUCTION 
 

With global changes taking place to our world oceans, there is a 

demand for both well-trained scientists and environmental educators who 

can offer learners a framework for understanding the connectedness of the 

oceans.  The need is crucial for the next generation of citizens who will 

continue to face challenges related to a changing ocean as part of a changing 

planet (Cortese, 1992; Kilduff, 2008).   Formal academic programs and 

informal educators have overwhelming evidence that they must provide 

more than knowledge of marine science, but problem-solving ability and 

deeper concept understanding (Alexander, 1992; Baden 2000; Yarroch, 

1985; Linn, 1987). Future earth scientists and professionals need to be 

armed not only with knowledge, but the skills and dispositions to be 

successful (Carnevale, Smith, & Strohl, 2010; Cook & King, 2004; 

Wellman et al, 2008). 
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Recently, teams of scientists, educators and discipline specialists have worked to produce a 

set of literacy standards for K -12 in multiple areas of Earth Science (Barclay et al, 1999; Chang, 

Chun-Yen et al, 2007), Ocean Literacy (Cava et al, 2005; Strang & Schoedinger, 2007), Climate 

literacy (McCaffrey & Buhr, 2008; Cooper,  2011; Harrington, 2008; Dupigny-Giroux,  2008), 

Energy Literacy (Barrow and Morrisey, 1989; DeWaters & Powers, 2008; Waters & Powers, 2011; 

DeWaters,Powers, and Graham, 2007; DeWaters & Powers, 2009; DeWaters, 2009; DeWaters & 

Powers, 2009), and Environmental Literacy Frameworks are also available for guidance (Cole, 

2007).  Educators (with specialties such as Earth Science, Ocean Science, Environmental Science, 

and Atmospheric science and now Geoscience, also inclusive of environmental education and 

stewardship) have a foundation that is global and based on a large scale knowledge base. Because 

there is so much science to integrate, educators need a framework of knowledge, and a shared group 

of understandings that concept and models can be based upon.  The content support is accessible for 

most learners through the cyber environment by accessing the Internets or using other media driven 

means to provide in-depth knowledge with relative ease. The literacy documents serve to focus and 

structure this cyber environment in ways that allow application of the knowledge to real world 

understanding and problem solving. 
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Table 1.  Literacy guiding areas for support of  formal and informal marine science education 

 

Standard Sub-criterion Website 

Environmental 
Literacy  

 3 areas http://www.naaee.net/framework 
	

Science Literacy 12 Benchmarks http://www.project2061.org/publications/bsl/
default.htm 
	

Earth Literacy 9 Big Ideas http://www.earthscienceliteracy.org/ 
	

Climate Literacy 7 Principles http://cleanet.org/cln/climateliteracy.html 
	

Ocean Literacy 7 Principles http://oceanliteracy.wp2.coexploration.org/ 
	

Energy Literacy 7 Concepts http://www1.eere.energy.gov/education/ener
gy_literacy.html 
	

There is a consensus among researchers that teacher quality matters enormously for science 

student performance (Hanushek, 1997, 1989; Cochran-Smith, 2003; Lynch, 2001). Students taught 

by more-effective educators learn substantially more over the course of the year than students taught 

by less-effective educators (Whitehurst, 2002; Boyd et al, 2006; Goldhaber & Anthony, 2007; 

Desimone et al, 2002; Rivkin,  Hanushek, &  Kain, 2005; Everston & Emmer, 1982). Without the 

frameworks provided by the literacy principles, educators often turn to overall science standards that 

often are too broad or lack a specific focus for documenting learner outcomes. 
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Most research on educator effectiveness has focused on teacher attributes, finding that 

readily measurable characteristics such as experience, certification or licensure, and graduate 

degrees generally have little impact on student achievement (Clotfelter, Ladd & Vigdor, 2007; 

Aaronson, Barrow, & Sander 2007; Hanushek & Rivkin, 2006; Boyd et al, 2008; Pascarella, 1980). 

Relatively few rigorous studies look inside the classroom to see what kinds of teaching styles are the 

most effective. Even fewer studies investigate the retention of knowledge about specific disciplines 

once a course or school year has ended.   An additional lack of research is in relation to cyber driven 

learning, with few documented examples of best practice methods. 

Effective marine science education, like any science instruction,  requires an instructor or 

informal educator to understand and be responsive to a variety of student learning styles and to be 

willing to use new and innovative methods of teaching that recognize these various styles (Blasé & 

Blasé, 2003; Grow, 1991; Jaskyte, Taylor, & Smariga, 2009; Gibson, 2001) and also to identify Best 

Practice science teaching  (Semken & Freeman, 2008; Karukstis & Elgren, 2007; Arrowsmith, 

Counihan, & McGreevy 2005; Zhu, 2007; Feig, 2011)  which identifies using problem-based and 

inquiry-based teaching methods to address the needs of a range of student learning styles.   

Problem-based learning involves students being supplied with a problem or real world 

scenario to investigate or address through the process of locating appropriate resources, analyzing 

and synthesizing data and communicating the results. This type of learning experience often occurs 

in small group format and can occur in both the lecture and lab setting, but can be facilitated by use 

of the online environment as well.  In some cases, global concept can best be shared by use of 

technology and multimedia presentations. 

Inquiry-based learning involves students creating research questions, locating resources to 

address the questions, communicating the results of their investigation and evaluating their results. 

This type of learning can be introduced in the classroom by delivering lectures as a series of 

questions, by conducting in-class debates and small group exercises. One type of inquiry-based lab 

exercise used in a first year course involves the creation of research questions on a particular topic 

(e.g. earthquakes) and written answers to those questions. Independent research projects conducted 

by senior undergraduate students are also considered as inquiry-based learning exercises. 
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The many advantages of incorporating innovative methodologies in marine science  teaching 

include enhanced student participation and retention of material learned, increased opportunities for 

students to apply their own learning styles, development of self-confidence and instructor 

engagement and development ( see Table 3).   

In Northwest Ohio, a landlocked state in the United States, there is as much a need for 

citizens to connect with the global oceans as a scientist working on tropical atoll.  To be stewards of 

a global resource, all global citizens should feel they have part in being stewards of the oceans 

(Smith, Barber, Duguay and Whitley, 2012).  For the past three decades, many university students 

have been experiencing their connection through university level coursework in a novel way.  When 

the course titled “Oceanus” was first offered in 1980, it was described as a “tele-course”. The 

popularity of this course rapidly grew as part of a state universities’ offerings, and its 

interdisciplinary focus was especially new in the 1980’s.  Students did not only experience a “sage 

on the stage,” teacher-centered lecture but also viewed a series of television shows broadcast through 

the campus public service station. Twice a week, 30 minutes shows swept the landlocked students to 

coastlines, the deep sea, the tropics, and to marine science institutions such as  Woods Hole 

oceanographic and Scripps institution of oceanography.  Students in the marine science course 

would hear from significant marine scientists including Willard Bascom, Syliva Earle, and others 

about a variety of scientific endeavors related to the global ocean. 

As the technology moved on, the tele-series went to VHS tapes, CD-ROM, DVD and finally 

streaming video delivered through an Learning Management System (LMS) in a fully online 

classroom.  With a revision of the video series in the late 1990s, the course continued to be relevant 

and focused offering a cross-disciplinary and basic set of understandings of the physical, biological, 

and human related topics of the global ocean as a resource.  The current series, titled “the Endless 

Voyage” continues to transport students to famous scientists and ocean environments virtually. 

As a course offering, this course with its myriad topics and effective format for delivery 

became an ideal type of science general requirement.  The scope and breadth of the course allowed 

multiple science disciplines to be introduced with basic understandings in place. The thematic nature 

of marine science makes this an ideal format for enhancing the science literacy of the students who 

experience it. 
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It is not enough to assume that students are becoming more proficient in their learning, but 

the same reason that makes the oceans a good topic to focus in an integrated science course, makes a 

marine science course difficult to assess from a general viewpoint.  What was missing for years was 

a framework to use that would identify major understandings gained from experiencing this learning. 

The ocean literacy framework, while designed for K – 12 audience, summarizes the baseline 

literacy accepted for a citizen to attain. Consider the 7 Principles: 

Ocean Literacy is an understanding of the ocean’s influence on you - and your influence on 

the ocean. 

• Standard 1. The Earth has one big ocean with many features. (8 sub standards) 

• Standard 2. The ocean and life in the ocean shape the features of the Earth. (5 sub standards) 

• Standard 3. The ocean is a major influence on weather and climate. (7 sub standards) 

• Standard 4. The ocean makes Earth habitable. (2 sub standards) 

• Standard 5. The ocean supports a great diversity of life and ecosystems. (9 sub standards) 

• Standard 6. The ocean and humans are inextricably interconnected. (7 sub standards) 

• Standard 7. The ocean is largely unexplored. (6 sub standards) 

   Each of these 7 principles have a set of sub standards that can be assessed as outcomes.  

There is a need for research models that use the ocean literacy principles to determine the best ways 

to use this framework to inform and enhance understanding of the planets greatest physical feature 

and it connectedness to all global citizens. 

Methods: 

Pre- and post-tests were designed with 44 items (one for each substandard) and delivered to 

course participants in  a natural science general education course at a small landlocked private 

university over a 3-year period ( August 2012 thru   August 2015).  20 sections of the course, 

yielding 438 completed pre- and post-tests, were used to track the increased learning for students. 
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 The course, delivered 100 percent online, was asynchronous and designed around the idea of 

best practice science instruction modeled on the 5E system for inquiry and concept acquisition 

(Bybee, 1997).  Since the course was delivered to both science and non-science majors, assignments 

and course design was scaffolded to move the learners toward greater understanding regardless of 

where their content knowledge was at the point of entry into the course. 

 The first task for students was to take the 44 item pre-test (plus 6 opinion or demographic 

responses), then each learning sequence included this structure: 

Students viewed a video from the series The Endless Voyage (approx. 30 minutes) after 

doing brief introductory activity and course reading.  The videos could be watched as many times as 

the student desired.  Students then experienced an audio driven instructor designed multimedia 

presentation (PowerPoint) including key content points.  Next students were directed to take an 

assignment comprised of 5 open ended questions per Module topic/Video topic.  Then, using a 

content textbook and internet research they responded to questions with different levels of 

questioning following the 5E philosophy (see Table 2).   
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Table 2 – A brief explanation of the 5E philosophy of science instruction (Bybee, 1997) and the 
assessment focus for assigned questions 

Engage Question used to engage students.  

Explore Question used to direct students to explore the general topic 
through multi-media, textbook, lecture, and internet survey.  

Explain 
Questions used to require students to explain their understanding 
of concepts and processes and new concepts and skills are 
introduced as conceptual clarity and cohesion are sought. 

Elaborate 
Questions require students to synthesize and apply knowledge to 
concepts in contexts, and build on or extend understanding and 
skill. 

Evaluate 
Questions encourage students assess their knowledge, skills and 
abilities and offer their personal perspective on current real world 
issues. 

  

Twenty-six learning segments organized into 7 modules, each with a disciplinary theme 

(Module 1:  World Ocean and Historical Perspectives Module 2: Geology of Ocean and Basins 

Module 3: Tides, Waves and Currents Module 4:  Earth Systems Module 5: Ecosystems Module 6: 

Life in the Oceans Module 7: Human Impacts on the oceans) are delivered.  Periodically through the 

course, different additional support and activities are offered including opportunities for student to 

interact in the discussion/Chat areas or respond to mystery bonus questions.  At the end of the 

Modules, the post test was delivered (same 44 items plus 6 different opinion and culminating 

questions) is the final course tasks. 

Results: 

The test responses were analyzed to determine performance. Additionally, students were 

asked to submit an image to summarize their current feelings at the completion of the course, and a 

brief statement about what they remembered most.  The images were categorized and tied to the 

principles to determine the areas most selected or focused on. 
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Table 3.  Ocean Literacy Standards and percentage of correct responses pre and post test. 

Standard 

 Pre-test 
% 
correct 

Post-
test % 
correct 

Increase 
in % 
correct 

    

Increase in 
SD units 

1  0.44 0.67 0.23 0.522727 0.23 0.25 0.24 0.958333 

2  0.46 0.78 0.32 0.695652 0.28 0.26 0.27 1.185185 

3  0.67 0.82 0.15 0.223881 0.21 0.18 0.195 0.769231 

4  0.59 0.78 0.19 0.322034 0.36 0.3 0.33 0.575758 

5  0.51 0.74 0.23 0.45098 0.19 0.21 0.2 1.15 

6  0.73 0.8 0.07 0.09589 0.22 0.16 0.19 0.368421 

7  0.67 0.81 0.14 0.208955 0.24 0.18 0.21 0.666667 

 

As seen in Table 3, average percent correct on each standard increased from pre-test to post-

test. For example, students showed an increase in percent correct on Standard 1 from a mean of 44% 

correct on the pre-test to 67% correct on the post-test, an increase of 23 percentage points and 0.96 

of a standard deviation. Percentage point increases ranged from a low of 7% (Standard 6) to 32% 

(Standard 2). 

The highest-increasing standards were Standard 2 (an increase of 1.19 standard deviations) 

and Standard 5 (an increase of 1.15 standard deviations). The average raw score increased from 25.4 

to 33.6, an increase of 8.2 points, a 32.2% increase, an increase of 1.15 standard deviations. 
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Table 4. Paired t-test for Ocean Literacy Standards pre and post test. 

 Mean N Std. Deviation t df p 

Overall 
Raw 
Score 

Pre-test 25.416 478 7.1608 -21.81 477 <.001 

Post-test 33.623 478 7.0136    

Standar
d 1 

Pre-test 3.538 478 1.8359 -17.39 477 <.001 

Post-test 5.362 478 2.0138    

Standar
d 2 

Pre-test 2.29 478 1.421 -21.64 477 <.001 

Post-test 3.89 478 1.300    

Standar
d 3 

Pre-test 4.68 478 1.492 -13.76 477 <.001 

Post-test 5.74 478 1.279    

Standar
d 4 

Pre-test 1.19 478 .716 -9.90 477 <.001 

Post-test 1.56 478 .597    

Standar
d 5 

Pre-test 4.60 478 1.715 -19.86 477 <.001 

Post-test 6.63 478 1.864    

Standar
d 6 

Pre-test 5.14 478 1.512 -6.09 477 <.001 

Post-test 5.60 478 1.090    

Standar
d 7 

Pre-test 3.99 478 1.411 -12.71 477 <.001 

Post-test 4.85 478 1.061    

 

Paired t-tests were conducted on each of the seven standards for all 478 students taking the 

course over twenty sections across three years. Results shown in Table XX show that all score 

differences were statistically significant at p < .001. Although statistical significance may have been 

driven higher by the large sample size, effect size results from table  3  show that student gains were 

both statistically and substantially significant. 
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Figure 4.  Percentage of university majors sampled. N = 478. 

 

Discussion: 

Overall results appear to support the model for deliver in enhancing student knowledge of the 

ocean literacy principles, with no particular area significantly noted as an area for deeper 

understanding. This would suggest that the model of delivery is effective, and that the increases in 

student understanding of both content and concept have been supported.  Leveraging the available 

methods for cyber driven teaching, and following the best practice science instruction philosophy 

appear to be highly appropriate and supportive of diverse learners for delivery of ocean literacy to 

post-secondary and adult learners. 

It is likely that this model may not be appropriate for HS student, as it requires a disposition 

of self-motivated learning, however, the next step for continued research would be to deliver this 

instructional model to HS student and compare the results. When utilizing technology with any of 

the mention resources any methodology can be utilized with a learning management system (LMS) 

supported by Moodle, Blackboard, Big Blue Button, and Elluminate/Collaborate to incorporate the 

strategies below (see Table 3). 
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Audience response systems such as clickers are effective in getting to know what your 

students have already learned about a particular topic, quiz students on what they know or to check 

understanding informally during a lesson.  For educators who do not want to purchase clickers, 

mobile phones can be utilized in the classroom with Poll Everywhere or similar clicker 

methodologies (Woelk, 2008; Briggs & Keyek-Franssen, 2010).    The advantage to poll everywhere 

is that student can use their mobile devices and do not need to purchase a clicker system. 

Table 5. Methods and strategies for learner-centered science education. 

 

SQ3R http://learningcenter.fiu.edu/Class%20Support2/science.pdf 

5E Lesson Planning http://www.geosociety.org/educate/resources.htm 

 Two-Column Notes http://www.readingeducator.com/strategies/two.htm 

Graphic Organizers- http://www.inspiration.com 

Just in Time teaching http://serc.carleton.edu/introgeo/justintime/index.html 

Interactive lectures http://serc.carleton.edu/introgeo/interactive/index.html 

Clicker/Poll  systems http://www.polleverywhere.com 

Jigsaw teaching http://www.jigsaw.org/tips.htm 

Concept test http://serc.carleton.edu/introgeo/interactive/conctest.html 

 

In order to increase student comprehension as students are reading content online or in a 

textbook, various content reading strategies can be incorporated.  These strategies can be utilized 

face-to-face or online. 

SQ3R-This strategy is Survey, Question, Read, Recite and Review.  This method can be used 

in a face-to-face environment as well as online.  An effective learning management system allows 

you to pair students or allow them to work in groups online.  Students begin by previewing the text 

and making predictions in order to develop appropriate questions related to the content they are 

reading.  As they read the content students can actively search for answers and summarize what they 

read, review and share with a peer. 
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Think-pair-share-This strategy can be used to stimulate discussion in small groups or whole 

class environments.  The educator can provide a topic and have students write what they know or 

what they would like to learn about a particular topic, they then read a selection assigned by the 

educator.  Students pair up with a peer and share what they have learned from the reading and 

original misconceptions they may have had about the topic.  From pairs, topics can then be shared 

with the larger group. 

Two-Column Notes-This is an effective strategy to allow students to critically think about the 

text they are reading.  Students divide their paper into two columns.  The left column is labeled Main 

Idea and the right column is labeled details.  As the student reads and takes notes, they can write 

down the main idea and details that follow in each of the columns.  This can be varied by having 

students label columns opinion and proof when reading text that encourages critical thinking or 

problem-solving. 

Graphic Organizers-This strategy can be used alongside two column notes as a way for 

students to represent information in a clear, logical manner.  Graphic organizers help show 

relationships between ideas and can emphasize interrelationships in science topics.  Graphic 

organizers can be creative in format such as a wheel, flow chart, ladder, Venn diagram, web, 

sequence charts or timelines.  Programs such as Inspiration (www.inspiration.com) can help students 

create graphic organizers electronically and then share with peers. 

Just in Time teaching (Marrs & Novak 2004; Higdon & Topaz, 2009) can motivate students 

and feedback between classroom activities and the work that students do at home in preparation for 

the classroom meeting. The goals are to increase learning during classroom time, to enhance student 

motivation, to encourage students to prepare for class, and to allow the instructor to fine tune the 

classroom activities to best meet students’ needs.  This can be called a “flipped” classroom where 

lectures are viewed as homework and the hands-on activities are completed during class with the 

instructor.   
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Interactive lectures (Van Dijk, Van Der Berg, & Keulen, 2001; Duggan, Palmer, & Devitt, 

2007; Snell & Steinert, 1999) encourage the instructor to incorporate engagement triggers and breaks 

the lecture at least once per class to have students participate in an activity that allows them to work 

directly with the material. The engagement triggers capture and maintain student attention and the 

interactive lecture techniques allow students to apply what they have learned or give them a context 

for upcoming lecture material. Newcomers might want to begin with one activity during a class 

period, but may eventually call upon a blend of various interactive lecture techniques all in one class 

period. Breaking up the lecture with these techniques not only provides format change to engage 

students, these activities also allow students to immediately apply content and provide feedback to 

the instructor on student understanding. 

Two other methods for teaching are easily modified for geoscience. They are Jigsaw teaching 

(Slavin & Sharan, 1990; Slavin, 1988; Constantopoulos ,1994; Doymus, 2008; Slavin, 1989; 

Ferguson, 1990) and group interactive exams (Hake, 1998; Fay, Garrod, & Carletta, 2000; Biner et 

al, 1997). Both methods motivate and challenge the student to guide their learning and spend time 

learning not just facts, but practice in application of science content in novel ways. 

There are many supports for using cyber-driven methods to guide learning beyond 

geosciences content.  If an educator seeks to offer well organized, inquiry, and problem-based 

methods to guide learners they will do more than memorize and forget the things they learned soon 

after.  Geoscience educators both formal and informal need to help their learners develop the skills 

and dispositions needed to apply that knowledge to real world issues on a global scale.  A 

recommended sequence for an educator who is ready to change or move closer to this type of 

teaching would be to first consult the literacy principles and science standards identified for your 

particular course (Table 2).  Second, consider a progression of learning staring with a 5 E learning 

cycle with special attention to technology driven supports and problem based and inquiry structures 

that place the learner in the center (see Table 2). In taking the “sage” off the “stage” and on the 

sidelines, educators can guide the next generation to become science professionals ready for a 

changing planet in a well informed and thoughtful way. 
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